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Overview 
The Intellifi® mobile app is an intuitive mobile 
app that enables subscriber self-installs and 
offers enhanced controls for a personalized 
in-home Wi-Fi experience. The mobile 
app is a part of Intellifi®, Adtran’s complete 
connected home solution purpose-built for 
communications providers.

Simplify self-installs
The mobile app simplifies and enables 
subscriber self-installs or technician installs 
in under five minutes. Expanding coverage 
across the home with mesh satellites requires 
just a single click. 

Personalized Wi-Fi experience
Subscribers seek better control and insights 
over their home network. The intuitive Intellifi® 
mobile app offers extensive insights into 
the network’s health, speed test results, and 
usage stats. In addition, subscribers can 
utilize enhanced app features like parental 
controls, user profiles, malware detection and 
prevention, and guest access for a secure, 
high-performance internet experience. 

Intellifi® mobile app
Intelligent, secure, personalized Wi-Fi experience

Benefits 
	z Intuitive mobile app speeds self-installs or 
technician-installs in under 5 mins.

	z Network dashboard provides better 
visibility into the health of the subscriber’s 
Wi-Fi network.

	z Powerful parental controls with 
configurable user and device profiles and 
usage schedules.

	z Malware protection, content filters, and 
guest access controls ensure a secure 
Wi-Fi environment.

	z Available on iOS and Android app stores.
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High-level technical 
specifications
Network insights

	z Device and network health status (wireless and 
wired)
	z Speed test results (up to 7-days)
	z Top devices by usage
	z Network events notifications

Parental controls
	z Configurable user profiles; with personalization 
icons or photos
	z Device identification and configurable usage 
schedules
	z QR-code based password sharing
	z Notifications when users are home or away.

Network security
	z Toggle switch for malware protection
	z Content filters for safe browsing experience
	z Access controls to prevent unknown or rogue 
devices on the network

Guest access
	z Separate guest SSID
	z QR code based password sharing

Platforms
	z iOS (Apple Appstore)
	z Android (Google Play)


